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Issue 920 coming through the Omega Portal.
I begin as usual, by identifying myself as my body
of light, and calling on you to identify your body of
light, so that we can use that as a vehicle to
assemble in the receiving area of the Station of
Light.
It seems to be all about Light in its many variations
and interpretations.
So, as you gather in this space with me, again align
yourself with your higher self and open to receive
the energy and information and light in this
dimensional space, which is a different dimension
from the physical environment around you.
You are already identified and welcomed into this
space. It does mean that you need to open your
awareness, open your senses and put aside all of
your thoughts so that you deeply experience what is
available to you here in this space.

We identify you by the energy signature you have
and by the respect and by the release you have had
that has enabled you to move into this area. If you
were intently holding onto various lower state
emotions, you would not be fully integrated into this
area. This occurs in all of the stages and phases
that you go through when you enter into a higher
state of consciousness. It necessitates you
changing your thought patterns and the thought
patterns have an impact on the emotional
responses and if you are emotionally engaged in
some particular scenario, then you may not receive
what is available to you here. It gets filtered out from
you. If it is your intention to proceed in the highest
way that you can and to identify yourself as
consciousness, then you receive everything which
is available to you here in this Station.
This Station is identified as a meeting place, as a
confluence of many different dimensions and the
dimensions include many different aspects of You
and of the various Beings who come forward to
experience life through your experiences and to
come forward to help you adapt to the higher
frequency and also, they come forward to assist you
to continue moving forward as you expand into the
consciousness states that are here.
This is only one such space where all of this is
available to you and if you are drawn here, this
means that you can readily resonate with the energy
frequencies, through the patterns of information
brought to you here. We give you some moments to
adjust to all that which is surrounding you here,
Perhaps you might visualise this as coming into this
space and stowing your baggage into different
areas, and then you might feel you are drawn to a
particular area in this sphere of light where you feel
you are lighter and where you already are receiving
information patterns – concepts – spheres of light –
that are around you.

In particular, even in your vehicle of light here, you
will be identifying a vibration which will be touching
you. Normally the receptors in this state come
through the higher aspects around your body of light
– such as you would think, “oh I am receiving it, I am
perceiving it, I am feeling it through the energy
centres located in my head”. So this is a very good
start for you to identify how you are receiving this,
because your senses are receiving the word
patterning and the flow of energy through the word
patterning, and in your physicality you would be
hearing this through your physical ears and you
would be seeing with your vision or your inner
vision. So, this is just identifying yourself here
receiving the flow of energy.
Already this flow of energy is drawing you into
deeper aspects of creation. In a sense this is you
travelling through time and time is representative of
flows of information and this you will be
experiencing until you come to a certain phase
where you pause, you settle, and you are able to
identify what is around you.
We are presenting to you various spatial
coordinates and if you could sense this, you would
sense around you a representation of mapping in
some form, of areas of connection in some form.
You may go so far as to feel and identify that you
are perceiving star fields, constellations, galaxies,
all representing patterns of energy and locations.
The locations we refer to are inter spatial locations
and they are available to you in the sense that when
you are sufficiently enlightened and you have the
sufficient energy perspective to identify and
resonate with the areas, then you find you are
communicating with different Beings and you will be
interpreting what is being represented to you.
Generally speaking, it is about a relocation system
occurring throughout all of the energetic creation
systems and spaces and spheres of habitation and
it is all indicating movement to you. The movement
will come to you each in ways that are appropriate
for you as you are living your life experience on
Earth and when you take in the information, it

increases your reality and your identification as
fulfilling certain aspects that have been held within
your consciousness field. These are what you bring
in with you, into that particular life aspect. This is an
unfoldment that we are taking you through, so that
you can identify more of a base source element for
you.
It is also time for you to receive specific information
threads that are available to you. When you receive
these threads and flows of energy, they are working
throughout your energy field, identifying weakened
spots, identifying places that can be strengthened
so that you can facilitate change for others occurring
- other people who come into your livingness, or into
the reality all around you. You have many people
you identify with. Even if you are living alone in your
cave, in a hut in an isolated space, you are still
receiving communication levels. This would occur in
dream time, in that level of consciousness you go
into in and out of dream states, in and out of altered
states of consciousness, because you are all
connected. You are all helping and assisting in
some way. There are times when you do remove
yourself from the populations. This could be just
withdrawing into a room in your dwelling space, but
when you do withdraw from the busy states of
interaction with other people and life, you come
back to a state of balance to refresh yourself, to
renew yourself, aligning yourself with, in particular,
firstly, the highest aspect of you.
You are being adjusted in this time in accordance
with the highest reference frame for you in
relationship to that which you identify as your higher
self. Yes, there are higher and different aspects to
that and it is through that, that you can receive
specific information for you – patterns to help you
identify what is appropriate for you to work on in
your daily life pattern.
In the field of information that you draw into you,
there will be various experiences available for you
to choose from and your choices will relate to your
readiness at the specific time when you connect in
with all of the pattern of energy.

This is the way that you sense the correct pattern
and choices for you. One of the significant pathways
and choices that you have will always identify for
you the clear pattern. Our intention always is to
facilitate you connecting with the clear pattern. By
this we mean you will be able to let go of the
multitude of thoughts which can overlay the pure
aspects of your intention in consciousness and as
we bring this to you also, it is a way to help you
identify what is the actual thought form and pattern
which you would identify as your true self. This
creates an elimination process from you of what has
been stopping you from experiencing feeling the
infinite creative pattern for you. We are helping you
to feel the clearness all throughout all of the many
systems which are functioning as your physical
body form and the layer of thoughts and emotions
and when all of those are balanced, this is when a
further expansion can occur of your consciousness.
You have the sense that you are feeling excited and
awakened, filled with clarity and energy in those
receptive areas all throughout your body, but mostly
you identify this in the upper mind aspect, in that
area perhaps we could all it the control room.
You have adapted to everything that we have been
sharing with you in this part of the session, so we
bring you back into the greater meeting space within
the Station. In this space again there are various
screens available for you to see what is happening
around the planet and so that you can also receive
the individual pattern for you, so allow yourself to
briefly be drawn into a space where you are
completely surrounded by an energy matrix, an
energy field. It does not necessarily show you
images. You may simply be sensing adjustments of
energy as you open to receive all of this that you are
surrounded in. it is a personal adjustment for your
energy matrix field. That is sufficient for you to draw
that in around you. You have been immersed in
everything that is appropriate for you. In this way we
help you and as we identify the level that you are
receiving this on, we will seek out communication
with you individually. You will feel it. You will feel the
touch of the energy.

Come now back from this space, drawing all of that
energy and information into you and assemble in
the receiving area again of this Station. We will
address you again at times, but I withdraw now to
leave you to integrate this, as you will

Orem out “
Thank you Orem, Lani again with you all here in this
space. Do you feel you have been altered
energetically, even perhaps mechanically in some
sense. I know it is not manipulation, it is assistance
because in living this life on Earth we have been
clouded by the mass consciousness. Every time
you step into this space you go beyond that again
and that is why the intention is on having you come
into this space to allow you to experience freedom
from that and to regather into you, higher aspects
and understanding. When you do that and you
bring that back into your body, you are assisting
balancing and attunement to higher frequencies
everywhere around you. Perhaps you notice there
is better growth in plants around you, perhaps you
notice the animals and creatures around you
behaving differently. Perhaps they recognise your
energy field and want to acknowledge that by
coming around you. It can be confirmed to you in
many ways that you have changed and you are
more in harmony with the natural kingdom and it is
from the natural kingdom that you draw energy in,
as well. Now come back into your physical body, be
fully aware, filling the body with health and vitality
and clarity, fully ground it into your environment and
again be aware of the present moment.
I end this transmission through the Omega Portal.
Do make sure you are fully present, grounded again
on Earth. I thank you – wonderful Beings of Light

Lani
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